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An idea based in active understanding future and it's needs. Surroundings on site are school campus,

on Turin outskirts, a modern city. The shcool has now a new circulation, a new layout, a new interior

street and a new building supporting it's education activities. The architecture extrudes from the past

with a clear approach to activate a sustainable living. Light and water are key elements. Light to offer

new views, water to spare and reserve for common uses, with an invitation to be seen when contained

and passing through.  The silence of water and it's path "The way water does to", helps learning

because it creates a learning atmosphere. Enhanced also by terraces. Green roofs and green

passages at ground level help to ensure a confortable environment for students to live in. Spaces are

invaded by light. Students can grow up to remember their shcool as a place for and with water, with

cultivated green roofs and multitude of crossed views around campus. Steel is a support material for

new structures and existing one, also presented as colored memory from past walls - literally. Memory

of place is constant, also presenteded by some parts of layout design. The school is agregated to the

new Centro Cultural Fermi di Torino, a building to promote culture in community and support students

activities and intelectual development.
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